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Abstract

We study the effect of self-gravity on entropy by directly solving the 4D semi-classical
Einstein equation. In particular, we focus on whether the Bekenstein-Hawking formula
holds when self-gravity is extremely strong. As an example, we consider a simple spherically
symmetric static configuration consisting of many quanta and construct a self-consistent
non-perturbative solution for ~ in which the entropy exactly follows the area law for many
local degrees of freedom of any kind. This can be a candidate for black holes in quantum
theory. It represents a compact dense configuration with near-Planckian curvatures, and
the interior typically behaves like a local thermal state due to particle creation. Here, the
information content is stored in the interior bulk, and the self-gravity plays an essential role
in changing the entropy from the volume law to the area law. We finally discuss implications
to black holes in quantum gravity and a speculative view of entropy as a gravitational charge.

1 Introduction.

Information has weight. Physically, information is represented by an excited quantum state |ψ〉,
and the excitation energy 〈ψ|Tµν |ψ〉 generates self-gravity as a curved spacetime gµν . This is
described by the 4D semi-classical Einstein equation:

Gµν = 8πG〈ψ|Tµν |ψ〉. (1.1)

As a result, the amount of information, thermodynamic entropy S, depends on self-gravity.
This is a manifestation of the unshielded long-range nature of gravitational force, while other
gauge fields have effective short-range interactions due to Debye shielding [1–3]. Suppose, say,
a spherical static object with size R and finite energy-momentum distribution, whose exterior
is almost vacuum. This object can be considered as a collection of excited quanta in (gµν , |ψ〉)
satisfying (1.1). The entropy S of the system can be expressed phenomenologically as

S =

∫ R

0
dr
√

grr(r)s(r), (1.2)

where s(r) is the entropy density per proper radial length. In a short range compared to the
radius of curvature, thermodynamics should hold locally because of the equivalence principle,
and the entropy density per proper volume, s(r)

4πr2
, should be an increasing function of the local

temperature Tloc(r) [1]. In a longer range, however, gravity makes the region non-uniform,
and the extensivity of thermodynamic quantities breaks down, leading often to negative heat
capacity [1, 4]. Indeed, the proper length factor

√

grr(r) appears in (1.2), and if Tolman’s
law [1, 5] holds properly, the local temperature Tloc(r) can be different at points depending
on
√

−gtt(r). Thus, the entropy of self-gravitating systems is determined by the metric gµν
satisfying (1.1). An example is self-gravitating thermal radiation in a spherical box of size
R; while the entropy density follows the Stefan-Boltzmann law locally, the total entropy S is
proportional to R3/2 not R3 as a result of (1.1) [6].
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An interesting fundamental question arises here: Can we increase the strength of self-gravity
without forming a horizon and construct a configuration whose entropy follows the Bekenstein-
Hawking formula [7, 8]? Note here that the value of the formula is determined by conserved
charges such as ADM energy and does not depend on the presence of a horizon. The question
should be important for studying quantum black holes and the relation between self-gravity and
the entropy bounds conjectured [9,10], which ultimately should connect to searching for degrees
of freedom of quantum gravity [11–13]. In this paper, we solve directly (1.1) and consider the
effect of self-gravity on entropy to construct a self-consistent configuration that satisfies the
Bekenstein-Hawking formula.1

As a simple trial, we consider a spherical static configuration with ADM mass M = a
2G ,

consisting of quanta uniformly distributed with respect to the proper radius, except for a small
region around r = 0 where the semi-classical approximation may break down (a≫ lp ≡

√
~G).

That is, they are uniformly distributed in lp ≪ r ≤ R, where the size R is larger than but close
to a. These quanta are responsible for the information |ψ〉 and thus the entropy.

To express the strength of gravity in such a static configuration, we can use, from the
equivalence principle, the proper acceleration αn(r) required to stay at r inside. We here note
two observations. First, in the Schwarzschild metric withM = a

2G , αn(r) increases as r → a and
becomes O(1/lp) at r ∼ a+ l2p/a [16], where ∆r ∼ l2p/a corresponds to the typical fluctuation of

the mass, ∆M ∼ TH = ~

4πa . Second, in quantum gravity, the limitation of spacetime resolution
is considered to be the Planck length lp [17–20], which is related to the existence of the maximum
acceleration ∼ 1/lp [21–23]. Therefore, the characteristic scale at r, given by αn(r)

−1, must
be sufficiently longer than lp for the semi-classical description to hold. Motivated by these,
we thus characterize the uniform configuration with the semi-classically maximum gravity by
αn(r) ≈ const. = O(1/Clp) for lp ≪ r ≤ R, where C is a large number of O(1) to be determined.2

Using these two conditions, we construct the interior metric of the configuration as a self-
consistent solution of (1.1). The key is to implement the notion “weight of information”: we
use a mechanical argument motivated by Bekenstein’s thought experiment [7], estimate the
excitation energy of the uniformly distributed quanta responsible for the entropy, and express
the entropy density s(r) in terms of the metric, to construct the metric consistent with the area
law and the acceleration condition. Then, the interior metric for lp ≪ r ≤ R becomes

ds2 = −ση2

2R2
e
−R2

−r2

2ση dt2 +
r2

2σ
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (1.3)

where two parameters σ = O(C2l2p) and η = O(1) are determined by solving (1.1) self-
consistently. See Fig.1. This has near-Planckian curvatures, which induce vacuum fluctuations

Figure 1: The dense configuration with mass M = a
2G

and the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. Continuous
concentric excited quanta responsible for the entropy are uniformly distributed in the proper radial length.

1Similar problems are addressed, say, in Refs. [14, 15], where the existence of matter satisfying Tolman’s law
globally and a certain energy-momentum tensor is assumed a priori, but it is not discussed whether it really satisfy
the Einstein equation self-consistently. On the other hand, we actually construct a self-consistent solution that
satisfies the area law and (1.1), including an evaluation of the renormalized energy-momentum tensor 〈ψ|Tµν |ψ〉.

2O(1) means O(r0) or O(a0) for r, a≫ lp.
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of various modes to produce a large tangential pressure 〈ψ|T θ
θ|ψ〉, and the interior is largely

anisotropic, which allows the configuration to exceed Buchdahl’s bound [24]. The exterior met-
ric for r ≥ R is approximately given by the Schwarzschild metric with mass a

2G . Both are
connected smoothly at r = R, where

R = a+
ση2

2a
(1.4)

is fixed consistently with Israel’s junction condition [16]. This is close to the Schwarzschild radius
a, and the object looks like a classical black hole from the outside; indeed, the information inside
is captured for a long time due to the exponentially large redshift in (1.3) although it has no
horizon. The center small region (0 ≤ r . Clp), beyond the semi-classical approximation,
has only a small energy ∼ mp(≡

√

~/G) and can be expected to be a small excitation of
quantum gravity degrees of freedom. Thus, the interior metric (1.3) represents a compact dense
configuration as in Fig.1 consisting of the excited quanta and the vacuum fluctuations, with the
surface at r = R and the large finite curvatures, instead of a horizon or singularity. This is a
non-perturbative solution in ~ to the 4D semi-classical Einstein equation (1.1) with many local
degrees of freedom.

In the self-consistent state |ψ〉, the excited quanta behave typically like a local thermal state
at a near-Planckian local temperature Tloc(r) due to particle creation inside, leading to the
equilibrium with a heat bath at the Hawking temperature TH = ~

4πa . Evaluating the entropy
density s(r) through thermodynamic relations and summing it up over the interior volume,
the total entropy (1.2) agrees with the Bekenstein-Hawking formula including the factor 1/4
for any type of local degrees of freedom. The strong self-gravity changes the entropy from the
volume law to the area law, while the information itself is stored in the interior bulk. Thus, this
non-perturbative configuration without horizon can be a candidate for quantum black holes (at
least, at a semi-classical level) in the sense that the entropy follows the Bekenstein-Hawking
formula. This is also an example of having no horizon and saturating the entropy bounds [9,10].

Here, we comment on the motivation for our two assumptions: uniformity and maximum
acceleration. First, it should be natural to start with simplest possible models to investigate
new physics; historically, for example, uniform models have been studied when examining the
interiors of atoms and stars. Second, these two assumptions are, logically, only sufficient con-
ditions for the Bekenstein-Hawking formula, and it is not clear yet whether they are necessary
conditions. On the other hand, there is an interesting fact: if thermal radiation is collected
reversibly by self-gravity in a heat bath at Hawking temperature, a configuration satisfying the
two assumptions can be obtained as a result of time evolution in a simple model according to
(1.1) [25,26]. (See Appendix A for a review.) Thus, from a thermodynamic standpoint, the two
assumptions should be physical and interesting.

The argument will be developed in a self-consistent manner. First, we find a candidate
metric such that the entropy is proportional to the area law (Sec.2): we use s(r) = const. (from
the uniformity), αn(r) = O(1/Clp) (from the maximum acceleration), and S ∝ a2/l2p (from the
consistency to the area law), to obtain the metric (1.3) for a given (σ, η). Then, we study the
behavior of quantum fields in this background metric. We apply the Unruh effect locally to
the metric to obtain the local temperature Tloc(r) (Sec.3). We then use thermodynamic laws
locally to derive the area law exactly (Sec.4). We determine the position R of the surface as
(1.4) from a thermodynamic equilibrium condition in a heat bath (Sec.5). Now, using conformal
matter fields as an example, we evaluate the renormalized energy-momentum tensor 〈ψ|Tµν |ψ〉,
equate it to Gµν and determine the self-consistent values of (σ, η), to show that the metric (1.3)
satisfies (1.1) self-consistently, where the effect of the vacuum fluctuations is crucial (Sec.6).
Finally, we consider the time evolution of the quantum fields in the formation and evaporation
process of this configuration and derive that particles are dynamically created inside at the
same temperature Tloc(r) (Sec.7). Thus, we obtain the self-consistent configuration satisfying
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the Bekenstein-Hawking formula and (1.1). We conclude with a summary, relations to the
previous works [25–31], comparisons with other horizon/singularity avoiding scenarios, and
future directions: information recovery from the interior structure, entropy including self-gravity
as a gravitational charge, and implications to black holes in quantum gravity (Sec.8).

2 Interior metric from information

We construct a candidate interior metric for lp ≪ r ≤ R, which can be set as

ds2 = −eA(r)dt2 +B(r)dr2 + r2dΩ2, (2.1)

while the exterior one for r ≥ R is discussed in Sec.5. Suppose that there are N quanta with
local energy ǫloc and 1 bit of information in a width ∆r̂ around r (see Fig.2). Here, N is a

Figure 2: A microscopic picture of the configuration consisting of uniformly distributed quanta with 1-bit of
information and local energy ǫloc.

number to be determined, the meaning of 1-bit of information is described below, and (t̂, r̂) is
the local coordinate with ∆t̂ =

√

−gtt(r)∆t and ∆r̂ =
√

grr(r)∆r. Then, the total local energy,

Nǫloc = 4πr2∆r̂〈T t̂t̂〉, leads to
−〈T t

t(r)〉 =
Nǫloc

4πr2∆r̂
, (2.2)

where we have used gt̂t̂ = −1 and T t
t = T t̂

t̂ = −T t̂t̂. Here, the contribution to the ADM energy
of the part within r in a spherically symmetric system (or the Misner-Sharp mass) is given
through (1.1) by

M(r) = 4π

∫ r

0
dr′r′2〈−T t

t(r
′)〉, (2.3)

where limr→∞M(r) = M , and (r2〈T t
t(r)〉)|r→0 is finite [16, 32]. Combining (2.2) and (2.3)

yields the formula for the ADM energy ∆M1bit of a 1-bit quantum located at r:

∆M1bit = 4πr2∆r
〈−T t

t(r)〉
N

=
ǫloc

√

grr(r)
. (2.4)

On the other hand, by using the uniformity and Bekenstein’s argument, we can obtain

∆M1bit ∼
~

r
. (2.5)

The reason is as follows. First, the total size R will be determined later as R = a+O(l2p/a) (see
(5.4)), which is of the same order as the radius at which Bekenstein’s thought experiment is
performed [7]. Second, the physical property at any radius r is equivalent due to the uniformity
in the radial direction, and the interior of a given r is not affected by its exterior due to the
spherical symmetry. Therefore, the size of the configuration with mass M(r) is r = a(r) +
O(l2p/a(r)), where a(r) ≡ 2GM(r). Then, applying Bekenstein’s idea to massless fields, a
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quantum with ∆M ∼ ~

r has wavelength ∼ r and carries 1 bit of information about whether it
would enter or not when forming the configuration of mass M(r) and size ≈ r: the wavelength
and the size of the configuration are comparable, and the probability of entering is about 1/2,
which means that the entropy is 1-bit and thus the quantum has the 1-bit of information about
whether it exists there or not. Hence, from the continuity of the uniform distribution, a quantum
with the 1-bit of information at r has energy (2.5).

Thus, by equating (2.4) and (2.5), we can evaluate the proper wavelength as λloc ∼ ~

ǫloc
∼

r√
grr(r)

. Now, there are N quanta with 1 bit of information and this wavelength in the width

∆r̂ ∼ λloc. Therefore, the entropy per unit proper length s(r) can be estimated as

s(r) ∼ N

∆r̂
∼ N

√

grr(r)

r
. (2.6)

Because the uniform spherical distribution means that s(r) is constant, (2.6) requires us to set

grr(r) =
r2

2σ , where σ is a constant. Then, the total entropy (1.2) can be estimated as

S =

∫ R

∼lp

dr
√

grr(r)s(r) ∼
∫ a

0
dr
Ngrr(r)

r
∼ Na2

σ
. (2.7)

For this to be consistent with S ∼ a2

l2p
, we must have3

grr(r) = B(r) =
r2

2σ
, σ ∼ Nl2p. (2.8)

As a result, the entropy density (2.6) becomes s(r) ∼
√
σ

l2p
∼

√
N
lp

. Thus, σ determines the

entropy density, and O(
√
N) bits of information are packed per the proper Planck length. Note

that the wavelength and local energy for 1 bit of information are estimated from (2.8) as

λloc ∼
√
Nlp, ǫloc ∼

mp√
N
, (2.9)

respectively, where mp ≡
√

~

G .

Next, we fix A(r) by considering the other condition, αn(r) = O
(

1
Clp

)

, where αn(r) ≡
|gµναµ

nαν
n|

1
2 , αµ

n ≡ nν∇νn
µ and nµ∂µ = (−gtt(r))−

1
2 ∂t. This can be expressed in (2.1) as

αn(r) =
∂r log

√

−gtt(r)
√

grr(r)
=

1
√

2ση2
, (2.10)

by introducing another constant parameter η satisfying Nη2 = O(1) ≫ 1. Integrating this
through (2.8) provides

A(r) =
r2

2ση
+A0, (2.11)

where A0 is an integration constant to be fixed later. Thus, we reach the candidate metric:

ds2 = −e
r2

2ση
+A0dt2 +

r2

2σ
dr2 + r2dΩ2, (2.12)

which is (1.3) up to the constant A0. The two parameters (σ, η) can be determined by solv-
ing (1.1) self-consistently (see Sec.6). Note that the above procedure provides a method of
constructing a metric from information such as a total entropy S and a distribution s(r).

3Note that this requirement is just the first step in the self-consistent argument, and at this stage we don’t
claim that the area law is derived.
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Let us now study the properties of the interior metric (2.12). If (1.1) is applied, we have

−〈T t
t(r)〉 =

1

8πGr2
, (2.13)

〈T r
r(r)〉 =

2− η

η
(−〈T t

t(r)〉), (2.14)

〈T θ
θ(r)〉 =

1

16πGση2
, (2.15)

as the leading terms for r ≫ lp. First, the energy density (2.13) reproduces through (2.3) mass
M = R

2G ≈ a
2G if the region outside r = R ≈ a is almost vacuum. Second, the tangential pressure

(2.15) is almost Planckian and makes the interior anisotropic (〈T θ
θ〉 ≫ 〈T r

r〉), which allows
avoiding Buchdahl’s limit [24]. This pressure stabilizes the configuration against the self-gravity,
which can be checked in the anisotropic TOV equation, and violates the dominant energy
condition. In this sense, we can expect that the origin of (2.15) is different from that of (2.14).
We will see in Sec.6 that this is the case. Third, in a static gravitational field, high excitations
of local degrees of freedom, like (2.9), should be locally consistent with thermodynamics, and
pressures should be positive and not larger than energy density [1, 32]. From the expectation
above, this should be applied only to the radial pressure (2.14), requiring that

1 ≤ η < 2. (2.16)

To hold Nη2 = O(1) ≫ 1, therefore N must be a constant of O(1) much larger than 1:

N ≫ 1. (2.17)

Thus, the metric (2.12) represents a dense object with size R in that the energy density is finite
inside and the tangential pressure is large.

The leading values of the curvatures for r ≫ lp are semi-classically maximum:

R = − 2

L2
, RµνR

µν =
2

L4
, RµναβR

µναβ =
4

L4
, (2.18)

L ≡
√

2ση2 ∼
√
Nlp ≫ lp, (2.19)

which are constant and thus consistent with the uniform condition. We note three points
here. One is that the configuration should have no singularity. Indeed, if we apply (2.3) and
(2.13) to r ∼

√
Nlp, such a small semi-classical region has the energy M(r ∼

√
Nlp) ∼

√
Nmp.

Therefore, the center region 0 ≤ r . lp is expected to have at most only a small energy ∼ mp and
be described as a quantum-gravity regular state, say, an excitation of string. In this sense, the
center can be considered almost flat,4 and the metric (2.12) describes the region

√
Nlp . r ≤ R.

Another one is, from the Ricci scalar R in (2.18),5 that the metric (2.12) is a warped product of
AdS2 of radius L (2.19) and S2 of radius r (see [30] for an explicit proof). The last one is that
the curvature radius L (2.19) is almost the same length as the wavelength λloc ∼

√
Nlp (from

(2.9)), and thus the above arguments based on the local frame (t̂, r̂) are valid, albeit barely.

3 Local thermal behavior

The interior metric (2.12) originates from the self-gravity of the quanta responsible for the
entropy and other modes that may be induced self-consistently. Let us here study the behavior
of the former ones in this background metric.

4In a simple model, we can see explicitly that the center is kept flat as a result of the semi-classical time
evolution of a spherical collapsing matter (except for the last moment of the evaporation) [25, 30] (see also
Appendix A).

5More precisely, the Ricci scalar is R = − 2
L2 +O(r−2).
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They are in uniformly accelerated motion with acceleration (2.10) against the gravity such
that they are steadily distributed on a t-constant hypersurface. This distribution is covariant in
that the quanta are stationary with respect to the timelike Killing vector ∂t, a covariant notion.

We now consider the Unruh effect locally [33, 34]. In general, in a local spacetime region
of size smaller than the radius L of the curvature, a quantum with an acceleration α & 1/L
feels the temperature TU = ~α

2π [35, 36], although the effect may be negligible compared to the
excitation energy. In our case, the acceleration (2.10) is barely on the same scale as the curvature
(2.18) (αn(r) = 1/L ∼ 1/L), and the quanta in the local region with the coordinate system

(t̂, r̂) feel the temperature TU (r) =
~αn(r)

2π = ~

2πL ∼ mp√
N
. Notably, since this temperature is on

the semi-classically maximum energy scale [17], the quanta in any initial state |ψ〉 will become
like a thermal state after transitioning to this configuration [37]. Therefore, the quanta at each
r typically behave like the local thermal state in the radial direction at the local temperature

Tloc(r) =
~

2πL
, (3.1)

which is consistent with the energy scale for 1 bit, ǫloc ∼ mp√
N

(2.9). In Sec.7, this will be proved

at a dynamical level. Note that this holds for any type of local degree of freedom because of
the universality of the Unruh effect.

We here discuss the consistency with Tolman’s law [1, 5]. First, the fact that each small
part of the interior has the constant local temperature (3.1) might at first glance appear to
violate Tolman’s law. In general, the law holds only if thermal radiation can propagate between
objects at rest with respect to each other in a stationary spacetime within a time considered [5].
For the dense configuration, due to an exponentially large redshift (see (5.5)), the small parts

separated by a distance ∆r = O(a) cannot exchange radiation until time ∆t = O(ea
2/l2p) has

passed (see [31] for details). Therefore, only during ∆t≪ O(ea
2/l2p), can the configuration exist

in radially local (not global) equilibrium, consistent with Tolman’s law.6

4 Universality of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy

We are now ready to derive the area law. In this local equilibrium, the 1D Gibbs relation

Tlocs = ρ1d + p1d (4.1)

holds for ρ1d = 4πr2〈−T t̂
t̂〉 and p1d = 4πr2〈T r̂

r̂〉 because the interior is uniform in the proper
radial length r̂ [38].7 Also, from (2.14),

p1d =
2− η

η
ρ1d (4.2)

plays a role of the equation of state, since 〈T θ
θ〉(≫ 〈T r

r〉) has a qualitatively different origin
(see Sec.6). From (2.13), (2.19), (3.1), (4.1) and (4.2), we obtain

s(r) =
1

Tloc(r)

2

η
ρ1d(r) =

2π
√
2σ

l2p
. (4.3)

This provides the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy for any type of degrees of freedom:

S =

∫ R

0
dr
√

grr(r)s(r) =

∫ R

0
dr

√

r2

2σ

2π
√
2σ

l2p
=

A
4l2p

, (4.4)

6This local equilibrium makes the interior different from that of [14], where Tolman’s law is assumed globally.
7Here, the chemical potential is zero because of the particle creation at each point inside (see Sec.7) [1].
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where we have used (2.8) and A ≡ 4πR2 ≈ 4πa2. This saturates the entropy bounds [9, 10],
even though there is no horizon.

Let us discuss the reason for (4.4) by reviewing our self-consistent discussion. First, accord-
ing to the concept of “weight of information”, we have considered the self-gravity of the quanta
with 1-bit of information, made a rough mechanical estimation of their entropy (2.7), and con-
structed grr(r) (2.8) so that the entropy is proportional to the area law. Here, the details of
the degrees of freedom have been introduced into the metric as σ.8 We have also determined
gtt(r) (2.11) from the acceleration condition (2.10). Next, considering the obtained metric as
the background, we have shown that any degrees of freedom behave like the local thermal state
at Tloc(r), (3.1). Finally, using the Einstein equation (1.1), which will be shown to hold self-
consistently in Sec.6, we have evaluated the entropy density (4.3) in an exact thermodynamical
way and reached the area law (4.4). Here, σ cancels out exactly such that the precise coefficient
1/4 appears universally for any interior degrees of freedom without causing a problem like the
“species problem” [39,40]. This is a non-trivial result of the dynamics of gravity, (1.1).

5 Surface in thermal equilibrium

Let us fix the size R and the constant A0 from thermodynamics. Suppose that the configura-
tion is in equilibrium with a heat bath of temperature T (during time ∆t ≪ O(ea

2/l2p)). For
simplicity, we neglect a small backreaction from thermal radiation and vacuum fluctuation [33]
around the dense configuration and set the exterior metric for r ≥ R approximately as9

ds2 = −
(

1− a

r

)

dt2 +
(

1− a

r

)−1
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (5.1)

From the thermodynamic relation TdS = dM(= d a
2G) and (4.4), then the equilibrium temper-

ature is determined as

T =
~

4πa
, (5.2)

which agrees with the Hawking temperature. Furthermore, thermodynamics and Tolman’s law10

require that the local temperature be continuous at r = R [1]:

Tloc(R) =
T

√

1− a
R

, (5.3)

where the left hand side is given by (3.1) and T by (5.2). Setting R = a + ∆ (∆ ≪ a), this

becomes ~

2πL = ~

4πa
1

√

∆
R

≈ ~

4π
√
a∆

, leading through (2.19) to ∆ = ση2

2a . Thus, the position of the

surface in thermodynamic equilibrium is determined as (1.4):

R = a+
ση2

2a
. (5.4)

We will see in Sec.7 that this position is consistent with Israel’s junction condition [16].
To fix A0, we use the continuity of the induced metric at r = R [16]. This yields −gtt(R) =

e
R2

2ησ
+A0 = 1− a

R ≈ ση2

2R2 , where (2.12), (5.1), and (5.4) have been used. Thus, the interior metric
(2.12) is fixed completely as (1.3):

ds2 = −ση2

2R2
e
−R2

−r2

2ση dt2 +
r2

2σ
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (5.5)

8See (6.3) for the dependence of σ on the type of fields.
9A (possibly-)large backreaction from quantum fluctuations near r ∼ a is considered in (2.12). See Sec.6.

10The redshift in (5.1) is so weak that radiations can propagate between the surface located at r = R ≈ a and

the bath located at r ≫ a, in a time, say, ∆t ∼ a3

l2
p

(≪ O(ea
2/l2

p)), and thus Tolman’s law holds there.
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(5.4) indicates that the dense configuration has, instead of a horizon, the surface at r = R > a
as the boundary between (5.1) and (5.5) [25, 27]. Note that the proper length of the second

term in (5.4), ∆r̂ =
√

grr(R)
ση2

2a ∼ √
σ = O(

√
Nlp), is large compared to lp for N ≫ 1 and

physically meaningful in the semi-classical description.

6 Self-consistent values of (σ, η)

The results so far are based on the assumption that there exist (σ, η) satisfying (1.1). To
obtain them in a given theory, we need to evaluate the renormalized energy-momentum tensor
〈ψ|Tµν |ψ〉 in the background metric (5.5) and an excited state |ψ〉 at Tloc, compare the both
sides of (1.1), and then find the self-consistent values of (σ, η). We here discuss this briefly.
(See [30] for more details.)

Because the energy scale inside is ∼ mp√
N

(from (2.9), (2.18), and (3.1)) and close to the

Planck scale, it should be reasonable to consider, for simplicity, the case where the degrees of
freedom are conformal11. Then, we can use 4D Weyl anomaly:

〈ψ|T µ
µ|ψ〉 = ~(cWF − aWG + bW✷R), (6.1)

which is independent of |ψ〉 [33]. Here, F ≡ CαβγδC
αβγδ = RαβγδR

αβγδ − 2RαβR
αβ + 1

3R2

and G ≡ RαβγδR
αβγδ − 4RαβR

αβ +R2. cW and aW are positive constants determined by the
matter content of the theory (for small coupling constants), while bW also depends on the finite
renormalization of R2 and RαβR

αβ in the gravity action.
Applying (2.18) and ✷R = O(r−4) (for (5.5)) to (6.1), the trace of (1.1) becomes

2

L2
= 8πl2pcW

4

3L4
⇒ L2 =

16πl2pcW

3
, (6.2)

at the leading order for r ≫ lp. This leads through (2.19) to [26,29]

σ =
8πl2pcW

3η2
, (6.3)

where cW plays a role of N in (2.8). Noting that cW represents (roughly) the total number of
the degrees of freedom in the theory [33], we can expect that in general so does N . Therefore,
for our description to be consistent, we need many kinds of fields so that N = O(1) ≫ 1, (2.17).

For η, we can use the dimensional regularization and a perturbative technique based on the
warped product of AdS2 and S2 and evaluate directly another component, say, 〈ψ|T t

t|ψ〉, to
find the self-consistent value of η for the range (2.16) (see [30] for the details).

Then, the other components of (1.1) hold automatically due to ∇µ〈T µ
ν〉 = 0. We thus

conclude that the interior metric (5.5) with (6.3) and (2.16) satisfies the semi-classical Einstein
equation (1.1) self-consistently, and our assumptions, the uniformity and (2.10), are consistent.

The key in the proof above is a non-perturbative treatment of the full 4D dynamics. The
4D Weyl anomaly (6.1) is a result of the vacuum fluctuation of all modes with arbitrary angular
momentum [30,33], which does not appear in 2D models or s-wave approximations. In (6.2), we
have solved the trace part of (1.1) non-perturbatively for ~ to obtain the self-consistent value
of L. On the other hand, the acceleration (2.10), pressure (2.15), and curvatures (2.18) can be
characterized by L ≡

√

2η2σ, where ~ appear in their denominators, and thus we cannot take
the limit ~ → 0. Therefore, the dense configuration (5.5) is the non-perturbative solution for ~,
where the full 4D dynamics is essential.

11Even for non-conformal fields, σ can be determined [30].
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7 Dynamical derivation of Tloc(r)

In Sec.3, we have derived the local temperature (3.1) based on the kinematical and universal
argument with the Unruh effect. In this section, we rederive it from a direct discussion, which
guarantees the local thermality dynamically and self-consistently. The argument consists of
three steps. In step 1, we start with the results in Sec.2 and rederive (5.2) as particle creation
in the formation and evaporation process of the configuration; in step 2, we reobtain (5.4) from
a mechanical equilibrium condition instead of thermodynamics; and in step 3, we consider an
adiabatic formation of the configuration to reach (3.1) dynamically.

Step 1. We study the time evolution of quantum matter fields in a background geometry for
the formation and evaporation of the configuration, to show self-consistently that particles are
created inside at temperature (5.2).

We first set up the background geometry. Suppose that the configuration with the interior
metric (2.12) is formed from, say, a collapse of matter. The metric can be expressed as

ds2 = −K2e−
R2

−r2

2ση dt2 +
r2

2σ
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (7.1)

At this stage, the radius R of the surface is not yet determined except that R = a+∆ (∆ ≪ a).
According to the continuity of the induced metric at r = R, a constant K is determined by the
exterior metric and the value of ∆, such that t connects to the static time in the asymptotically
flat region. K can then be a power of a: K = K(a). As shown below, the details of ∆ and K
are not important for the particle creation. For convenience, we now introduce a null time u by

Ke
− R2

4ση du = Ke
− R2

4ση dt− r√
2σ
e
− r2

4ση dr, to rewrite (7.1) as

ds2 = −K2e
−R2

−r2

2ση du2 − 2K
r√
2σ
e
−R2

−r2

4ση dudr + r2dΩ2, (7.2)

where u is chosen to be connected to the outgoing null time in the asymptotically flat region.
Imagine then that the configuration evaporates in the vacuum according to the Stefan-

Boltzmann law of the Hawking temperature:

dM(u)

du
= − C

2Ga(u)2
. (7.3)

Here, M(u) = a(u)
2G is the Bondi mass, and C plays a role of the Stefan-Boltzmann constant of

O(Nl2p)
12 including the gray-body factor [1]. Then, the interior is almost frozen by the large

redshift and is still described approximately by (7.2) with R(u) = a(u) + ∆′(u) (∆′ ≪ a):13

ds2 = −K ′2e−
R(u)2−r2

2ση du2 − 2K ′ r√
2σ
e
−R(u)2−r2

4ση dudr + r2dΩ2, (7.4)

where K ′ can be a power of a(u): K ′ = K ′(a(u)). On the other hand, the exterior is given by
a u-dependent metric describing (7.3), say, a Vaidya metric [16].

Thus, the whole geometry for the formation and evaporation consists of the initial flat space,
the intermediate curved space described by the above interior and exterior metrics, and the final
flat space after a complete evaporation (which we assume). The Penrose diagram is topologically
the same as the Minkowski space [25,30,31].

12According to Sec.2 and Sec.6, N corresponds to the number of the degrees of freedom contributing to the
entropy and should also appear in the Stefan-Boltzmann constant [1].

13Since the evaporating configuration is not in equilibrium, its surface may not coincide with the surface of the
stationary one in the heat bath; the difference may be ∆−∆′ = O

(

Nl2p/a
)

due to the energy fluctuation ∼ N~

a
.
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Next, we suppose that in this time-dependent background spacetime, quantum fields start
from the initial flat space in the Minkowski vacuum state |0〉M , pass the center r = 0, propagate
through the dense region with (7.4), and come out to the future asymptotically flat region.
Then, the fields feel the time-dependent gravitational potential to create particles [8, 33, 41].
To demonstrate this simply, we consider s-waves of Ns massless scalar fields in the eikonal
approximation, where the fields propagate along a u-constant line after passing r = 0. We can
then evaluate the energy flux observed at r ≫ a of the created particles as

J ≡ 4πr2M 〈0|Tuu|0〉M |r≫a ≈ ~Ns

48π

(

(

dξ

du

)2

− 2
d2ξ

du2

)

, (7.5)

where ξ ≡ log du′

du and u′ is an arbitrary local time coordinate at a point r = r′ (lp ≪ r′ ≪ R(u))
on the u-constant line [25,31] (see Appendix B for a review).

To evaluate (7.5), we can use, say, the proper time at r = r′ defined by du′ ≡ K ′e−
R(u)2−r′2

4ση du

(from (7.4)). Then, we have ξ ≈ −R(u)2−r′2

4ση and calculate dξ
du ≈ −a(u)

2ση
da(u)
du = C

2σηa(u) from

R(u) ≈ a(u) and the ansatz (7.3), to reach

J =
~Ns

192πa(u)2

(

C

ση

)2

. (7.6)

Comparing this to J = C
2Ga2

(from (7.3)), we obtain

C =
96π

Nsl2p
σ2η2. (7.7)

This is O(Nsl
2
p) indeed. For example, applying (6.3) to Ns scalar fields and using cW = Ns

1920π2

[33], (7.7) becomes C =
Nsl2p

5400πη2 .
Thus, the existence of C proves self-consistently that particles are created inside as thermal-

like radiation at the Hawking temperature (5.2) (more precisely, TH = ~

4πa(u)). Note that we

can use a simple model to show this more explicitly [25,31] (see also Appendix A), and that we
can also derive the particle creation inside at a 4D dynamics level [29].

Step 2. Next, we put this evaporating configuration into a heat bath of temperature (5.2).
Then, the outgoing energy flow emitted from the configuration and the ingoing one from the
bath are balanced, and the system reaches equilibrium. The exterior is given approximately by
the Schwarzschild metric (5.1), while the interior is described by (2.12) (or (7.1)).

To determine the position R of the surface in a mechanical manner, we consider the surface
energy-momentum tensor Sµν on the timelike hypersurface at r = R, which represents, if any, a
gap of energy-momentum density between the inside and outside geometries [16]. For mechanical
equilibrium, it should be natural to assume that the surface is determined so that the gap is as
small as possible in a consistent way with the uniform interior distribution. Note here that N
quanta with ǫloc ∼ mp√

N
(2.9) exist around each radius r inside. Therefore, the condition should

be given by
4πR2Sµ

ν ∼ Nǫloc ∼
√
Nmp, (7.8)

which means that the quanta composing the surface at r = R are responsible for the energy-
momentum tensor Sµν consistent with Israel’s junction condition. Indeed, (7.8) determines R
as (5.4), leading to Sµν that satisfies a stability condition for the surface [42] (see Appendix C).

Having obtained (5.2) and (5.4), we can now fix the local temperature at r = R from (5.3) as
(3.1). Thus, the mechanical condition (7.8) is consistent with the thermodynamical one (5.3).
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Step 3. Finally, suppose that we grow up such a small configuration to a large one adiabat-
ically by changing the temperature and size of the bath slowly [26, 31] (see Appendix A for a
simple model). The results of Step1 and Step2 hold at each stage of the formation because of the
uniformity: at each stage with energy a′

2G , the configuration creating particles at temperature

T = ~

4πa′ is in equilibrium with the bath of T = ~

4πa′ , the surface is located at r = a′ + ση2

2a′ ,
and the local temperature there is (3.1). This local temperature is then kept in the subsequent

stages due to the large redshift (during ∆t≪ O(ea
2/l2p)).

Thus, we have shown that, as a result of the particle creation inside, the quanta in each small
region behave like the local thermal state at the local temperature (3.1). It is remarkable that
the dynamical derivation here and the kinematic derivation of Sec.3 give the same result, (3.1).

8 Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we have constructed self-consistently the semi-classical configuration consisting
of many excited quanta with the strong self-gravity and large quantum effects (as in Fig.1):
the interior metric represents the dense compact object with the near-Planckian curvature and
satisfies non-perturbatively the 4D semi-classical Einstein equation with many matter fields
(N ≫ 1), and the entropy follows the Bekenstein-Hawking formula universally for any local
degrees of freedom. In this sense, this configuration can be a candidate for quantum black
holes. We thus conclude that the strong self-gravity plays the key role in changing the entropy
from the volume law to the area law. We here write the interior metric (5.5) again:

ds2 = −ση2

2R2
e−

R2
−r2

2ση dt2 +
r2

2σ
dr2 + r2dΩ2 for

√
Nlp . r ≤ R. (5.5)

It is remarkable that the dense configuration is robust in that the metric (5.5) can be
obtained by various approaches [25–31]. Compared to these previous studies, the novelties of
this paper are as follows. (i) We have directly considered the effect of self-gravity on entropy
and constructed the interior metric from the proportionality of the area law. This method
clearly shows the importance of the self-gravity in the entropy-area law. (ii) Using the Unruh
temperature and thermodynamics locally, the Bekenstein-Hawking formula has been obtained
exactly for any value of η and any type of the degrees of freedom. This shows the universality
of the area law in this configuration. (iii) The surface location and local temperature have been
determined by two methods: thermodynamic and mechanical equilibrium conditions. This
agreement makes the thermal behavior more robust. In summary, the present study provides
results that directly fuse quantum theory, gravity, and thermodynamics at a semi-classical level.

Now, we compare our results/approaches to other horizon/singularity-avoiding scenarios. As
a semi-classical one, Ref. [43] constructs a metric around a regular apparent horizon without any
drastically large energy-momentum tensor, study the motion of a thin shell in the metric by using
a 2D junction condition not considering (1.1) self-consistently, to show that the shell collapses
to form the horizon. On the other hand, the multi-shell model in Ref. [25] (and Appendix A)
considers both the time evolution of continuously many null shells and the backreaction of the
evaporation in a common time coordinate and examines whether an apparent horizon is formed,
without assuming anything about the magnitude of the energy-momentum tensor a priori.
Solving (1.1) self-consistently, each shell will never cross its shrinking Schwarzschild radius, and
a surface pressure will occur on each shell [25], which becomes the large tangential pressure
(2.15) in a continuum limit, leading to the dense configuration without forming horizons. Thus,
the 4D dynamics of (1.1) including the tangential direction makes the difference.

As a quantum-gravity approach, Ref. [44] considers a spherically-symmetric quantum-gravity
model and analyzes the time evolution of a collapsing matter to provide a bounce scenario in
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which a horizon is formed but no singularity appears due to a repulsive effect induced non-
perturbatively. Note here that the 4D dynamics of quantum matter fields is not considered in the
analysis. In our scenario, as explained just above, the large tangential pressure plays a key role in
supporting the dense configuration without horizons or singularities, and it is a non-perturbative
effect coming from vacuum fluctuations of all modes with an angular momentum [30] (see Sec.6
again). It would be interesting to use an idea of quantum-gravity dynamics as in Ref. [44] to
describe the regions beyond the semi-classical approximation (see also below).

Next, let us consider the limitations of our approach to quantum black holes. First, our
arguments have started from the two simple conditions (the uniformity and maximum accelera-
tion), which can be considered as sufficient conditions for the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. To
better understand the validity of the two assumptions, it would be important to consider the
necessary conditions for the area law in a more general framework. One expectation can come
from thermodynamics. As shown in Appendix A, these conditions are naturally satisfied in the
adiabatic formation process and should be rather typical, since adiabatic processes generally
lead to most typical configurations in thermodynamics [1].

Second, the metric (5.5) and the Bekenstein-Hawking formula (4.4) should hold for a broad
class of local quantum fields. In Sec.6, we have used, for simplicity, conformal matter fields.
However, the energy scale ∼ mp/

√
N is close to the Planck scale, and we can expect that the

metric (5.5) and the area law (4.4) are valid for any local fields as long as the number of the
degrees of freedom N is large and mass of a field is smaller than ∼ mp/

√
N , since such a mass

would be negligible as a leading effect. Of course, the values of (σ, η) depend on the type of the
fields. We can check explicitly these expectations for non-conformal massless scalar fields [30].

Third, our semi-classical approximation based on (1.1) cannot be applied to the small center
region and the last stage of the evaporation. As discussed below (2.19), the size of the small
center region is ∼ lp, which is smaller than the finest resolution in a semi-classical spacetime,
and the region cannot be described by (1.1). Similarly, the approximation would break down at
the last moment of the evaporation in the model in Appendix A, since extrapolating the Stefan-
Boltzmann law (A.2) to ai → 0 would exceed the Planck energy. To describe such regions,
therefore, we would need ideas beyond the present approximation.

Finally, let’s consider two future prospects inspired by our picture of the entropy-area law.
The first one is an implication to black holes in quantum gravity. As an interesting proposal,

Ref. [45] uses a hydrodynamic approximation of group field theory (a second quantization version
of loop quantum gravity) [46], which inherently has no notion of continuum spacetime geometry,
and constructs a quantum gravity state for spherically symmetric geometries, to represent a
black hole as a quantum gravity condensate. Similarly to our approach, they characterize the
black hole not by a geometric horizon condition but by an entropy condition (its maximization).

More specifically, they construct a spherically symmetric condensate state by “gluing” many
spherical shell states that represent quantum-gravity quanta, whose picture is similar to Fig.1.
In our case, the width of the region in which time effectively elapses is ∆r ∼ √

σ/r (∼
√
Nlp

as the proper length) due to the large redshift in the metric (5.5), and we can consider that
the spherically excited quanta of width ∼

√
Nlp gather in a continuous concentric way to form

the dense configuration as in Fig.1. Here, an interesting common feature is that the quanta
live in the whole bulk but the entropy is proportional to the surface area. In their case, this
holographic behavior comes from a property of the condensate state and holds for any size. In
our case, too, the area law (4.4) holds at any radius r, which is a consequence of the uniformity.
In this sense, both exhibit universal behavior with respect to the radial direction and are similar.

Their result appears by taking a kind of semi-classical limit in the non-perturbative formu-
lation of quantum gravity (without matter degrees of freedom), while our result is obtained by
solving the semi-classical Einstein equations (with many matter fields) in a non-perturbative
way. Therefore, the above similarity may tell us that these two different descriptions are some-
how related. Let us here observe the difference in the treatment of dynamics. Their condensate
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state is chosen by a kinematical argument without considering the equation of motion, while our
state and geometry are determined dynamically by solving the semi-classical Einstein equation
(1.1). This point leads to the difference in how the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is obtained. In
their calculation, applying the entropy maximization condition makes the entanglement entropy
for the outermost shell proportional to the surface area, and the proportionality coefficient is
chosen to fit the Bekenstein-Hawking formula as a thermodynamic consistency of the whole
system. In our case, on the other hand, the Unruh effect is applied locally to the self-consistent
geometry (5.5) to get the local temperature (3.1) (whose origin can be understood dynamically
as in Sec.7); and then, by using local thermodynamics in subsystems, the entropy density (4.3)
is evaluated and summed over the bulk interior to reach the area law including the factor 1/4l2p.

These suggest that applying such local thermodynamic consistency of a subsystem, rather
than thermodynamic consistency of the whole system, may be a more appropriate way to deal
with the dynamics. Considering the entropy density and local temperature in a quantum-gravity
formulation and imposing a behavior similar to (3.1) and (4.3) may provide a more appropriate
description of black holes in quantum gravity and lead to a more natural derivation of the
Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. We would like to explore this idea in the future.

The second prospect is a view of entropy including self-gravity as a gravitational charge. The
only component of the semi-classical Einstein equation (1.1) used for the mechanical estimation
(2.6) of the entropy density s(r) 14 is essentially the quasi-local mass formula (2.3):

M(r) = 4π

∫ r

0
dr′r′2〈−T t

t(r
′)〉. (2.3)

Of course, the final exact form (4.4) is guaranteed by self-consistently satisfying all the compo-
nents of the Einstein equation. However, (2.3) should play a special role in taking into account
the effect of self-gravity on entropy.

We note here that (2.3) is a result of the Hamiltonian constraint. In the general static

spherically-symmetric metric (2.1), setting grr(r) =
(

1− a(r)
r

)−1
for a(r) ≡ 2GM(r), the

Hamiltonian constraint H = 0 (⇔ Gtt = 8πG〈Ttt〉) is given by

∂ra(r) = 8πGr2〈−T t
t〉, (8.1)

which is integrated to provide (2.3). Indeed, the Hamiltonian constraint is important in obtain-
ing the entropy S of self-gravitating thermal radiation [6]. On the other hand, a gravitational
charge Qξ (Noether/Hamiltonian charge) of a bounded subsystem associated with a diffeomor-
phism ξµ, generally, consists of the sum of a bulk integral, which vanishes when the Hamiltonian
and momentum constraints are satisfied, and a surface integral that can take nontrivial values
depending on the nature of ξµ and the boundary [47]. Therefore, the on-shell charge is given
by the surface integral, which is similar to the above cases of entropy with self-gravity.

There is another remarkable point. Black hole entropy can be formulated as a Noether
charge associated with the symmetry for an infinitesimal time translation v → v+ ǫ~βH , where
v is the Killing parameter and β−1

H is the Hawking temperature [48]. On the other hand,
the entropy of matter without self-gravity is generally conserved under adiabatic quasi-static
processes (adiabatic invariance) [1], and it can be formulated as a Noether invariant associated
with the symmetry for t→ t+ǫ~β(t), where t is a time coordinate and β(t)−1 is the temperature
at time t [49, 50]. The two symmetries coincide, leading to a possibility that such a symmetry
“unifies” matter entropy and gravity entropy.

14For convenience, we recall (2.6) here:

s(r) ∼
N

∆r̂
∼
N
√

grr(r)

r
, (2.6)

where the second estimation is the result of (2.3).
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From these discussions, we can expect the following. The entropy of a gravitational system
is given “holographically” by the gravitational charge evaluated on its boundary surface asso-
ciated with a certain symmetry, representing matter entropy and gravity entropy in a unified
manner. In a strong gravity limit, the charge becomes the Bekenstein-Hawking formula, and
such a subsystem is considered as a black hole.

In our picture, such a black hole is given by the dense configuration as in Fig.1, and the
interior structure provides a possible way to recover information consistently with a microscopic
view of this unified entropy. As seen in Sec.7 and Appendix A, particle creation occurs at
each point inside, where the excited modes exist that represent the collapsing matter with
the physical information |ψ〉. The local energy scale, given by (3.1), is close to the Planck
scale, and some quantum-gravity effect should appear approximately and induce an interaction
between the outgoing created particles and the incoming matter [51]. Indeed, we can use a
simple scattering model and estimate the scattering time scale as ∆t ∼ a log a√

Nlpλ
, where

λ is a dimensionless coupling constant [27]. Through many such interactions, the particles
emitted during the evaporation may extract the information out together with the energy [30],
reproducing the Page curve [52]. We leave a detailed analysis of this speculation for the future.
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A Multi-shell model

For a self-contained argument, we provide a short review of a simple model that describes
adiabatic formation of a uniform configuration in a heat bath [25, 30]. Specifically, we analyze
the time evolution of a null matter representing radiation coming from a heat bath at the
Hawking temperature, including the backreaction of particles created during the collapse, to
show explicitly that the matter approaches a uniform configuration and eventually evaporates,
and that the emitted particles behave like a thermal state at the Hawking temperature. Note
that this model is just an example of the configuration in the main text.

Suppose that, during adiabatic formation in a heat bath, many radiations with typical energy
∼ ~

a come together in order with spherical symmetry. We model these radiations as n(≫ 1)
concentric thin null shells. Then, the metric changes in time, and generically particle creation
can occur around each shell [8,33,41]. To introduce its backreaction, we postulate, as an ansatz,
that each shell evaporates according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law of Hawking temperature, (7.3),
and that the metric just outside each shell is given by the Vaidya metric [16]:

ds2i = −
(

1− ai(ui)

r

)

du2i − 2duidr + r2dΩ2, (A.1)

with
dai(ui)

dui
= −C

a2i
(A.2)

for i = 0, 1, 2 · · · n. See Fig.3. Here, ∆ai
2G ≡ ai−ai−1

2G is the energy of the i-th shell, and ui is the
local time just above it. The total size an is a, the outer most time un is u, and the center is
flat: un = u, an = a; u0 = U, a0 = 0. To connect these coordinates, we employ the fact that
each shell, whose locus is denoted by r = ri(ui), moves at the speed of light in both its exterior
and interior metrics:

ri − ai
ri

dui = −2dri =
ri − ai−1

ri
dui−1. (A.3)
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Figure 3: A multi-shell model. n spherical null shells (radiations from a heat bath) come together, creating
and emitting particles dynamically.

This means

dri(ui)

dui
= −ri(ui)− ai(ui)

2ri(ui)
, (A.4)

dui
dui−1

=
ri − ai−1

ri − ai
= 1 +

ai − ai−1

ri − ai
. (A.5)

We here examine where ri(ui) will approach in the background (A.1). When ri ∼ ai, we can
replace ri in the denominator of (A.4) by ai and set ∆ri(ui) ≡ ri(ui)− ai(ui) to obtain

d∆ri(ui)

dui
≈ −∆ri(ui)

2ai(ui)
− dai(ui)

dui
. (A.6)

The first term is negative, expressing the effect of the collapse, and the second one is positive due

to the evaporation (A.2). When ∆ri(ui) ∼
Nl2p
ai(ui)

, both terms are balanced and the right-hand

side approaches zero with time. Therefore, each shell will behave asymptotically as [27]

ri(ui) → ai(ui)− 2ai(ui)
dai(ui)

dai
= ai(ui) +

2C

ai(ui)
. (A.7)

Now, let us take a continuum limit ∆ai → 0 and assume that each shell reaches the asymp-
totic position (A.7). Then, the shells pile up continuously and become a spherical dense con-
figuration with the total mass a

2G , as in Fig.1. We can get the redshift factor ξi ≡ log dU
dui

, as
follows.

ξi − ξi−1 = log
dU
dui

dU
dui−1

= − log
dui
dui−1

= − log

(

1 +
ai − ai−1

ri − ai

)

≈ −ai − ai−1

ri − ai
= −ai − ai−1

2C
ai

≈ − 1

4C
(a2i − a2i−1). (A.8)

Here, at the second line we used (A.5); at the third line we used C ∼ Nl2p and considered
ai−ai−1

2C
ai

∼ l2p/ai
Nl2p/ai

= 1
N ≪ 1 for a large N (or ∆ai → 0); at the final line we approximated

2ai ≈ ai + ai−1. Using u0 = U and a0 = 0, we obtain

ξi = − 1

4C
a2i . (A.9)
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Then, we can construct the continuum interior metric in the (U, r) coordinate. By consid-
ering the shell that passes a spacetime point (U, r) inside, we have at r = ri

ri − ai
ri

=
2C
ai

ri
≈ 2C

r2
,
dui
dU

= e−ξi = e
a2i
4C ≈ e

r2

4C ,

where we employed (A.7) and (A.9). Thus, the metric at that point is given by

ds2 = −
(

1− ai
ri

)

du2i − 2duidr + r2i dΩ
2,

= −
(

1− ai
ri

)(

dui
dU

)2

dU2 − 2

(

dui
dU

)

dUdr + r2i dΩ
2

≈ −2C

r2
e

r2

2C dU2 − 2e
r2

4C dUdr + r2dΩ2. (A.10)

By introducing ekdt = dU + r2

2C e
− r2

4C dr (k: a constant or a function of t), (A.10) can be
rewritten as

ds2 = −2C

r2
e

r2

2C
+2kdt2 +

r2

2C
dr2 + r2dΩ2. (A.11)

Comparing this with (5.5), the power parts of r in gtt(r) are different but don’t contribute to
the leading values (for r ≫ lp) of the curvatures and accelerations. Therefore, the both are the
same (at the leading level) when we identify

σ = C, η = 1 (A.12)

and choose k properly. Note that the position of the surface of the evaporating configuration
in this model is given from (A.7) by R(u) = a(u) + 2C

a(u) , which may be different from that of

the stationary configuration in the heat bath (see footnote 13).
Finally, we consider s-waves of Ns massless scalar fields in the eikonal approximation and

apply the formula of the energy flux (7.6) to (A.12), to obtain

J =
~Ns

192πa(u)2
. (A.13)

Using this, (A.12) and J = C
2Ga(u)2

(from (A.2)), we can find the self-consistent value of σ (= C)

in this model:

σmodel =
Nsl

2
p

96π
. (A.14)

Here, η = 1 leads to 〈T r
r〉 = −〈T t

t〉 (from (2.14)), which means that the radial motion of the
quanta is null without scattering [26]. Considering this point and the spherical symmetry of the
system, we can identify (A.13) with the energy flux of 1D thermal radiation J1d = Ns

12~T
2 [1], to

get the Hawking temperature:

T =
~

4πa(u)
. (A.15)

Note that the above analysis can be applied to each ai.
Thus, we have seen explicitly that (i) as a result of the self-consistent time evolution of the

adiabatic formation, the uniform dense configuration appears (see [30] for a more direct analysis
of the semi-classical time evolution), and (ii) particles are created at temperature T = ~

4πai
in

each region inside (see [25] for a Planck-like spectrum).
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B Derivation of energy flux formula J

We give a short review of the derivation of (7.5) [31]. First, we consider the s-waves of the Ns

scalar fields propagating in the time-dependent geometry described above (7.5). We can then
use the eikonal solution and the point-splitting regularization, to express the energy flux of the
particles created during the propagation as [25]

J ≡ 4πr2M 〈0|Tuu|0〉M |r≫a =
~Ns

16π
{u,U}. (B.1)

Here, {x, y} ≡ ÿ2

ẏ2 − 2
3

...
y
ẏ is the Schwarzian derivative for y = y(x), and U is the outgoing null

time in the flat space before the formation.

Using a formula {z, x} = {z, y}+
(

dy
dx

)2
{y, x}, this can be expressed as

J =
Ns~

16π

(

{u, u′}+
(

du′

du

)2

{u′, U}
)

, (B.2)

where u′ is an arbitrary local time coordinate at r = r′(< R(u)) on the u-constant line. The
first term represents the energy flux of the particles created in the region r′ . r . R(u), and
the second one expresses the redshifted energy flux of those below r = r′. Therefore, if we

take, say, the proper time at r = r′ defined by du′ ≡ K ′e−
R(u)2−r′2

4ση du (from (7.4)) and consider
r′ ≪ R(u) − σ

a(u) , the second term is negligible, and only the first term remains. Then, using

another expression {u, u′} = 1
3

(

dξ
du

)2
− 2

3
d2ξ
du2 for ξ ≡ log du′

du , we reach J ≈ ~Ns
48π

(

(

dξ
du

)2
− 2 d2ξ

du2

)

,

which is (7.5).

C Fixing the surface from mechanical equilibrium

We show that the mechanical equilibrium condition (7.8) fixes R as (5.4). First, the surface
energy-momentum tensor on the timelike hypersurface Σ at r = R is given by [16]

Sµν = − 1

8πG
([Kµν ]− hµν [K]). (C.1)

Here, we write the exterior and interior metrics collectively as the form of (2.1), and we define the
induced metric hµνdx

µdxν ≡ −eA(R)dt2 + R2dΩ2, the extrinsic curvature Kµν ≡ hµ
αhν

β∇αrβ
and its trace K ≡ Kµ

µ, and the “jump” of a quantity X across Σ [X] ≡ X+ − X−, where
rµdx

µ =
√
Bdr is the unit normal vector to Σ and X± ≡ limr→R±0X are X on Σ in the

interior/exterior region.
From these, we can calculate Kt

t = αn and Kθ
θ = Kφ

φ = 1
r
√
B
, where αn = ∂rA

2
√
B
. Using

the interior metric (2.12) and the exterior one (5.1), we can check

[αn] =
a
R2

2
√

1− a
R

− 1
√

2ση2

≈ 1

2
√
a∆

− 1
√

2ση2
= O

(

1√
Nlp

)

, (C.2)

[

1

r
√
B

]

=
1

R

√

1− a

R
−

√
2σ

R2

≈ 1

a2
(
√
a∆−

√
2σ) = O

(√
Nlp
a2

)

, (C.3)
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where R = a+∆ and ∆ ≪ a. Therefore, (7.8) together with (C.1) requires [αn] = 0. This and

(C.2) lead to ∆ = ση2

2a , which means (5.4).
As a result, the surface energy density and pressure are given by, respectively,

−St
t =

1

4πR2

2− η

G

√

σ

2
, Sθ

θ = − 1

4πR2

2− η

2G

√

σ

2
. (C.4)

For (2.16), the former is positive and the latter is negative, which satisfies a dynamical stability
condition for the surface [42].
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